Emergency Department Advisor™

Improve the efficiency and revenue of your emergency department by providing hospital and emergency department service line leadership with a view of volume statistics and throughput measures.

Emergency department volume and efficiency can be a key driver to overall hospital throughput performance. Emergency Department Advisor, built on Diver Platform, incorporates data integration, data validation, and user-ready views to offer hospital staff the opportunity to monitor and analyze overall emergency department efficiency.

ACCESS TO STANDARD OUT-OF-THE-BOX MEASURES

Emergency Department Advisor comes with more than 40 out-of-the-box measures that can be quickly implemented in your hospital. These measures include:

- Total emergency department visits
- Admit rate
- Transfer rates
- Emergency Department returns within 48 and 72 hours
- Throughput measures for all facets of care (Door to Triage, Triage to Room, Door to Doc, Doc to Decision to Admit, Decision to Admit to Departure)
- Quality measures
- Utilization measures
- Emergency department hourly census
- Lab and imaging turn-around times
- Emergency department hold patients

AD HOC ANALYTICS

Emergency Department Advisor provides users access to emergency department volumes, throughput, and other key performance measures through Diver’s analytical dashboards. Users can view key metrics and then click on any number or graphical view to answer questions about the underlying detail. Users instantly answer questions and gain insight on opportunities for improvement.

Diver’s powerful ad hoc interfaces (ProDiver & NetDiver) allow for sophisticated analysis of detailed data that will extend and supplement the summarized measure data provided by the dashboards. With Diver, users can explore their data and discover insights without knowing in advance the questions they want to ask about the data.

The ad hoc databases provide the ability to analyze: Emergency orders, Encounters, Charge detail, Procedures, Diagnosis.
About Dimensional Insight

Dimensional Insight is a leading provider of integrated business intelligence and performance management solutions. Our mission is to make organizational data accessible and usable so everyone from analysts to line of business users can get the information they need to make informed, data-driven decisions.
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